A Retrospective Analysis of Interruptive versus Non-interruptive Clinical Decision Support for Identification of Patients Needing Contact Isolation
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Summary
Background: In determining whether clinical decision support (CDS) should be interruptive or non-interruptive, CDS designers need more guidance to balance the potential for interruptive CDS to overburden clinicians and the potential for non-interruptive CDS to be overlooked by clinicians.
Objectives: (1) To compare performance achieved by clinicians using interruptive CDS versus using similar, non-interruptive CDS. (2) To compare performance achieved using non-interruptive CDS among clinicians exposed to interruptive CDS versus clinicians not exposed to interruptive CDS.
Methods: We studied 42 emergency medicine physicians working in a large hospital where an interruptive CDS to help identify patients requiring contact isolation was replaced by a similar, but non-interruptive CDS. The first primary outcome was the change in sensitivity in identifying these patients associated with the conversion from an interruptive to a non-interruptive CDS. The second primary outcome was the difference in sensitivities yielded by the non-interruptive CDS when used by providers who had and who had not been exposed to the interruptive CDS. The reference standard was an epidemiologist-designed, structured, objective assessment.
Results: In identifying patients needing contact isolation, the interruptive CDS-physician dyad had sensitivity of 24% (95% CI: 17%-32%), versus sensitivity of 14% (95% CI: 9%-21%) for the non-interruptive CDS-physician dyad (p = 0.04). Users of the non-interruptive CDS with prior exposure to the interruptive CDS were more sensitive than those without exposure (14% [95% CI: 9%-21%] versus 7% [95% CI: 3%-13%], p = 0.05).
Limitations: As with all observational studies, we cannot confirm that our analysis controlled for every important difference between time periods and physician groups.
Conclusions: Interruptive CDS affected clinicians more than non-interruptive CDS. Designers of CDS might explicitly weigh the benefits of interruptive CDS versus its associated increased clinician burden. Further research should study longer term effects of clinician exposure to interruptive CDS, including whether it may improve clinician performance when using a similar, subsequent non-interruptive CDS.
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1. Introduction

There is good evidence that clinical decision support (CDS) can improve healthcare processes and outcomes [1]. One critical challenge involves engaging providers to consistently use the CDS as intended [2]. This challenge has been appreciated since the earliest studies of CDS, which reported physician usage rates as low as 36% [3]. More recently, multiple studies have shown that CDS alerts are often overridden [4, 5]. In our study, rather than focusing on physician usage rates, we measured the more patient-relevant outcome of whether the physician ultimately behaved in a manner consistent with an accepted reference standard.

In an era when Meaningful Use incentives aim to encourage widespread CDS implementation [6], it will be important to identify methods of increasing appropriate clinician usage of CDS. Because providers have been sensitive to the burden of health information technologies [7], one element of such customization may include tailoring CDS so as to maximize clinical benefit while minimizing the clinician's burden [8].

Other researchers have adjusted the 'interruptiveness' of CDS user interface with mixed results [9-13] but only a few successful strategies to optimize CDS performance have emerged [14]. Two recent reviews thoroughly examined several characteristics of the CDS user interface, but did not examine interruptiveness in detail [15, 16]. To better understand how adjusting the user interface of a CDS system ultimately affects the success of a CDS tool and the clinician using it (clinician-CDS dyad), we studied an interruptive CDS that was made non-interruptive for operational reasons by removal of a soft stop. The CDS, which was triggered when physicians admitted a patient, helped physicians identify patients requiring contact isolation. To quantify how the user interface affected the accuracy of this identification, the sensitivity of the initial interruptive CDS was compared with a subsequent non-interruptive CDS. We hypothesized that the initial interruptive CDS, while more burdensome to the physician users, would be more sensitive. Because the subsequent non-interruptive CDS was designed to resemble the initial interruptive CDS, we also hypothesized that providers exposed to the initial interruptive CDS might have better sensitivity with the subsequent non-interruptive CDS than those physicians seeing the CDS for the first time. Thus, we compared sensitivity for the subsequent non-interruptive CDS between providers who had and who had not been exposed to the prior interruptive CDS.

1.1 Clinical Background

CDC guidelines recommend the use of contact isolation to reduce the transmission of multi-drug resistant organisms (MDROs) between patients, other healthcare workers, and the hospital environment [17]. However, evidence suggests that health care providers frequently underuse contact isolation [18, 19]. One contributing factor may be that the CDC recommendations are complex, and not easy to memorize. In an academic institution staffed by employee physicians and a long history of successful CDS use [20], computerized CDS improved appropriate contact isolation rates [21]. This project looks at two different implementations of similar CDS systems and the response among contracted emergency department (ED) physicians.

2. Methods

2.1 Study Design

We conducted a single-institution retrospective analysis of medical record data.

2.2 Setting

The Cedars-Sinai ED is a Level I trauma center that services more than 77,000 patient visits annually. An ED electronic medical record (EMR) with computerized physician order entry was initially implemented in 1996 [22]. On November 15, 2009, the ED changed to a different EMR (Epic, Verona, WI, USA).
2.3 Study Population

All ED orders placed to admit a patient during the time periods studied were included in the analysis. Attending physicians sometimes supervise resident physicians in the ED on a 1:1 basis, but it is exceedingly rare for a resident physician to enter an ED order to admit a patient. All attending physicians were either board certified or board eligible in emergency medicine.

2.4 Intervention

As part of a system-wide initiative to reduce healthcare associated infections, the ED implemented an interruptive CDS that helped physicians to identify patients needing isolation precautions in 2005. Entering an ED order to admit a patient triggered the CDS. The initial interruptive CDS (►Figure 1) required the ED physician to consider various ‘Special Needs,’ including contact isolation, which a patient might have at admission. The interruptive aspect of the CDS was a pop-up box with a stop that required the physician to select at least one special need or a ‘No Special Needs’ button.

The change to a new EMR was motivated by a health system-wide change to a new enterprise information system, and was not related to the CDS studied. To minimize physician burden during the transition period, most workflow interruptions were eliminated. In this case, the interruptive CDS was replaced by a subsequent, non-interruptive CDS (►Figure 2) that lacked the prior pop-up box and soft stop. It was designed to resemble the initial interruptive CDS by including similar wording, with the intention that clinicians would be more likely to respond to a familiar interface. Nonetheless, the physicians leading the transition hypothesized that physicians using the non-interruptive CDS would be less sensitive in identifying patients needing contact isolation.

Although the CDS was designed to increase identification of patients needing contact isolation, this isolation had not yet been operationalized at the time of this study. Nonetheless, because early identification of patients needing contact isolation was part of a long term system-wide plan to reduce healthcare associated infections (HAI), ED physicians were trained on the CDS functionality, and encouraged to identify patients needing contact isolation.

2.5 Reference Standard

To assess the accuracy of ED physicians’ assessments of the presence of risk factors for transmission of HAI that would require contact isolation, we compared their assessments with the results of an inpatient nursing assessment performed on every patient at the time of admission. This structured, objective nursing assessment was designed by the Cedars-Sinai Epidemiology Department in accordance with CDC recommendations to facilitate targeted screening and isolation of patients at high risk for transmission of HAI (►Figure 3) [15]. The use of such assessments has been shown to reduce transmission of multidrug resistant organisms, and is thus a Category IA recommendation of the Society for Healthcare Epidemiology of America [23]. These reference standard assessments were used for contact isolation during the study period. Conversely, recommendations from the ED physicians had not yet been operationalized during the study period. Thus, information generated by the ED physician-CDS dyad was not being provided to nurses for the nursing assessment.

2.6 Data Collection and Abstraction

ED physicians’ responses to the CDS were retrieved by querying each of the two ED information systems. We manually abstracted nursing assessments from patients’ medical records. ►Figures 1 - 3 demonstrate that the categorizations offered by the different CDS systems and the nursing assessment were not always perfectly congruent. Nonetheless, there were several terms that matched across each of the decision tools. We thus classified a CDS system as indicating a requirement for contact isolation if one of the trigger terms listed in Table I was identified. It should be noted that although some of the terms in the ED physician CDS do not explicitly indicate that the patient needs contact isolation, these terms would cause the patient to receive contact isolation based on the nursing assessment shown in Figure 3. In essence, we assessed the ability of the ED physician-CDS dyad
to identify risk factors for transmission of healthcare associated infections that would have triggered contact isolation based on our epidemiology department's algorithm.

2.7 Primary Outcomes and Power Analysis

A primary outcome was specified to test each of our two hypotheses. The first primary outcome was the change in sensitivity associated with a change from an interruptive to a non-interruptive CDS. In calculating sensitivity, the ED physician's assessment was compared with the reference standard described above. Based on preliminary data showing interruptive CDS sensitivity of 20%, our power analysis estimated that 906 events in each group of physicians would be necessary to detect a 5% absolute change in sensitivity with 80% power. P values less than 0.05 were considered significant (2-sided).

The primary outcome for the second hypothesis was the sensitivity obtained by the physicians using the non-interruptive CDS who had been exposed to the interruptive CDS, compared to the sensitivity obtained by the physicians using the non-interruptive CDS without such exposure. Based on the measured sensitivity of the non-interruptive CDS among all physicians in the October 1 – 15, 2010 time period, we determined that we would need to have 638 events in each group of physicians to detect a 5% absolute difference in sensitivity with 80% power.

2.8 Study Period and Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

Because our reference standard required time-intensive manual data abstraction, we used these power analyses to limit the length of the time periods analyzed. To minimize seasonal differences in ED physician awareness of infectious illness requiring isolation, we chose two 14-day periods exactly one year apart to compare the effect of interruptive versus non-interruptive CDS: Oct 1-14, 2009 (interruptive CDS) and Oct 1-14, 2010 (non-interruptive CDS). We examined the medical records of all patients admitted through the ED during these time periods.

To evaluate our second hypothesis, we compared sensitivity for the subsequent non-interruptive CDS between providers who had and had not been exposed to the prior interruptive CDS. Because only five physicians were newly hired after the implementation of the subsequent non-interruptive CDS (and thus had no exposure to the prior interruptive CDS), we required several months of data to satisfy the second power calculation. We therefore chose the time period of March 1, 2010 through Oct 14, 2010 (Figure 4).

We excluded patients whose charts did not contain a properly completed nursing assessment form (Figure 3). Institutional policy dictated that all patient charts should contain this form, but adherence to the policy was not universal. Patients who had elected to opt out from all research protocols were also excluded from all analyses. Finally, we also excluded ED orders to admit patients that had been placed by residents.

2.9 Data Analysis

We calculated the sensitivity and specificity of ED physicians' assessment of whether patients needed contact isolation. Because a small number of physicians were involved in a large number of admissions, particularly among the new ED physicians who did not have exposure to the prior interruptive CDS, we conducted a sensitivity analysis that controlled for clustering of admissions within physicians. A ratio estimator for the variance due to clustering was used to adjust the 95% confidence intervals, and the Mantel-Haenszel test was then applied (SAS 9.2, Cary, NC).

3. Results

984 and 989 patient admissions by 35 and 37 ED physicians were recorded during the interruptive and non-interruptive CDS study periods, respectively. The studied alerts were activated for all patient admissions, which represents an institutional firing rate of 71 alerts daily. During these two study periods, the average alert exposure was 14 times per physician per week. Based on typical ad-
mission volumes, this alert would be expected to fire 4.5 times per eight hour ED physician shift. Seventy-nine patients were excluded from further analysis due to 70 cases that lacked a properly completed nursing assessment form, 8 patients who opted out of participating in any research, and 1 patient with an ED order for admission placed by a resident physician (Figure 4). In identifying patients needing contact isolation, the physicians using interruptive CDS were 10% more sensitive than physicians using non-interruptive CDS (p = 0.04) (Table 2). As a sensitivity analysis, we included only those 32 physicians that admitted patients during both time periods. Restricting our analysis to these physicians did not alter our point estimates, although it did widen our confidence intervals such that the p value changed to 0.06.

To measure the effect of prior exposure to the interruptive CDS on the performance of physicians using the non-interruptive CDS, the 978 uses of the non-interruptive CDS were separated into 887 uses by 32 physicians with prior exposure and 91 uses by 5 physicians without prior exposure (Figure 4). 639 more uses of the non-interruptive CDS by the 5 physicians without prior exposure and 91 uses by 5 physicians without prior exposure were compared with 887 uses by the 32 physicians with prior exposure to the interruptive CDS (Figure 4). When using the non-interruptive CDS, the 5 physicians without prior exposure to the interruptive CDS were 7% less sensitive (p = 0.05) in identifying patients needing contact isolation (Table 3). After adjusting for clustering within physicians, several confidence intervals were slightly increased (Table 2 and Table 3). Nonetheless, the aforementioned differences remained statistically significant. Specificity of physicians using the CDS tools was universally high.

4. Discussion

We retrospectively analyzed how a change from an interruptive to a non-interruptive user interface affected the performance of a clinician-CDS dyad. Furthermore, we analyzed whether clinicians’ prior exposure to an interruptive CDS improved these clinicians’ performance when subsequently using a similarly designed non-interruptive CDS.

Our first hypothesis was that the interruptive user interface would be more successful at helping clinicians to recognize patients needing contact isolation. Indeed, interruptive CDS helped physicians to be more sensitive in identifying these patients. Specificity was maintained at very high levels under both types of CDS, which suggests both that clinicians engaged appropriately with the CDS when it was used, and that physicians were not identifying any cases missed by our chosen reference standard. Although the absolute levels of sensitivity were low compared to most diagnostic tests, these measurements are only slightly lower than what has been reported elsewhere [24]. Our sensitivity was likely lower because identification was attempted in the ED. It may prove difficult to affect ED physicians’ behavior because ED they focus on emergent conditions and because they have not historically been responsible for initiating isolation precautions. Nonetheless, the aforementioned CDC guidelines have issued a Category 1B recommendation that ED leaders should “develop and implement systems for early detection and management of potentially infectious persons at initial points of encounter” [17].

Our second hypothesis was that prior exposure to the interruptive CDS would improve clinician usage of a similarly designed non-interruptive CDS. This hypothesis was based on the supposition that clinicians with multiple exposures to the interruptive CDS would internalize the logic contained therein, such that they would retain this logic even when the CDS did not provide interruptive reinforcement to do so. Even though this was our hypothesis, we also considered the possibility that clinicians might begin to rely on this CDS, and thus overlook the need to initiate contact isolation if not prompted. Our results suggest that in this case, physicians learned from the initial interruptive CDS. Prior studies that have initiated a CDS tool and subsequently turned it off have shown that physicians quickly stopped following its logic [25, 26]. We suspect that our results are different because the transition we studied was slightly different: instead of just turning the interruptive CDS off completely, a similar but non-interruptive CDS replaced it. Finally, it is important to note that when we restricted our analysis to the 32 physicians who used both types of CDS, the p value increased...
slightly to 0.06. We believe this was because the sensitivity analysis was underpowered, as sample sizes were generated based on our primary endpoint. Nonetheless, it will be important for other researchers to further test these findings.

Our evaluation of these two hypotheses has several implications. It has been previously noted that there are several aspects of CDS that can be adjusted to achieve different results from the CDS-clinician dyad [27]. Just as laboratory tests undergo overall optimization and are then customized to the patient population of a given institution to provide the maximal area under the receiver operating curve, our analysis suggests that CDS could be similarly optimized. Although non-diagnostic CDS may not have sensitivity and specificity, we would nonetheless hold that the designer of a CDS tool inherently faces several tradeoffs that impact the effectiveness of the CDS tool. For example, in the case of an if-then alert triggered by a set of conditions, the designer faces a tradeoff between missing appropriate patients (similar to false negatives) and misidentifying inappropriate patients (similar to false positives). In the former case, an alert that is not interruptive enough runs the risk of not eliciting the desired action even when patients are appropriately identified. In the latter case, the interruptiveness of the CDS tool affects the extent to which clinicians are inappropriately burdened with unnecessary alerts. Even for CDS tools like the ones studied here, that are triggered broadly for all patients being admitted, the concepts of sensitivity and specificity can be applied to measure whether the clinician-CDS dyad achieved the results of a reference standard workflow. Just as some prior work has suggested that the content of CDS might be adjusted based on local conditions [28], we believe that the interruptiveness of a CDS tool could be adjusted in this manner. Other work has suggested measuring the appropriateness of an alert firing and the subsequent provider response [29]. This framework may be especially useful in adjusting the interruptiveness of an alert to optimize the level of clinician burden.

It would be useful for researchers to develop a conceptual model that explicitly identifies the major tradeoffs inherent in the design of a CDS tool, and better still if this model could be used to assist in an explicit weighing of the various tradeoffs that are encountered. Extensive prior literature has documented the benefit of CDS [1], and this evidence could be used in such weighing. Much less work has been done in the quantitative assessment of the burden CDS places on the clinicians using it, and this knowledge would also be necessary to explicitly compare costs and benefits.

Our second hypothesis, more broadly stated, is as follows: temporary CDS with an interruptive user interface, followed by a similar CDS with a less burdensome non-interruptive interface, can achieve better results than clinicians using the non-interruptive CDS without prior exposure. Another way of stating this hypothesis is that clinicians learn from the content embedded within CDS. If further research continues to support this hypothesis, there would be several implications. Let us recognize that, currently, one of the major difficulties in implementing CDS is the burden it puts on clinician users [30]. The initial interruptive-subsequent passive implementation strategy could allow CDS designers to initiate clinicians’ attention on certain areas with an interruptive CDS, but then to maintain this focus over a longer period of time with a less burdensome non-interruptive CDS. A new interruptive CDS might be unveiled monthly, with all prior CDS maintained only by a non-interruptive user interface. To explore this area of inquiry, it would be important to gather more detailed measurements on how the interruptiveness of CDS interfaces relate to patient outcomes and clinician burdens, and to measure whether and when the effect of the initial interruptive CDS is eventually extinguished, even with non-interruptive CDS in place. Just as we have previously suggested that CDS interruptiveness might be customized to local conditions, we suggest here that it may be beneficial to customizing the interruptiveness of CDS across different time periods while the clinical setting is held constant.

5. Limitations

Our analysis has several limitations. First, our CDS tools differed slightly in their terminology. It is possible that the differing responses of clinicians could have been due to this variance, rather than the semi-hard stop present in the interruptive CDS. We recognized this difficulty in conducting our analysis, and we addressed it by separating terms into groups that would and would not have triggered contact isolation according to our epidemiologist-approved algorithm.
A second limitation is that the results of this CDS were not being used to isolate patients during the time period retrospectively analyzed. It is possible that some ED physicians were aware of this, and that their behavior towards this CDS was different than if the CDS had affected patient care. However, as we have noted in the methods section, we know that most ED physicians were unaware that this information was not being used to isolate patients once admitted. Furthermore, other types of operational initiatives have been successfully implemented in a stepwise manner at this institution, such that a patient identification phase may often precede an intervention phase. This was the intention of these CDS tools during the time period analyzed.

A third limitation is that other factors may have affected physician awareness of whether patients needed contact isolation. The ED physicians periodically receive oral and written reminders of the importance of isolating appropriate patients. In our institution, these educational activities were most prominent around the time of the H1N1 influenza outbreak. For this reason, we excluded the time period surrounding that outbreak from our initial analysis. Nonetheless, we would acknowledge that physicians who had worked more years in the Cedars-Sinai ED would have received more such educational outreach. We cannot exclude the possibility that these efforts, rather than exposure to an interruptive CDS, heightened their sensitivity in identifying patients requiring contact isolation. Furthermore, there may have been other relevant differences between physicians who initially contracted to work before and after the change to a non-interruptive CDS. We are not aware of any such differences that would be germane to this analysis. A related concern involves whether physicians using these CDS tools might be even more sensitive than our reference standard nursing assessment in identifying patients needing contact isolation. The universally high specificities we observed reassured us that this was not the case.

Fourth, we recognize that the CDS provided a relatively generic recommendation. Although this low degree of customization may not be what first comes to mind when CDS is discussed, the tools discussed still meet formal criteria to be classified as CDS. Furthermore, it is quite similar to other simple CDS tools that have been shown to impact patient care. Just as many effective outpatient CDS tools are triggered by a patient’s age and remind clinicians that preventive care may be indicated, these tools are triggered by a decision to admit and remind clinicians that contact isolation may be indicated. Most importantly, even if these tools were not considered to be CDS, our findings would still apply to CDS with more complex, customized recommendations.

A related concern might be that the CDS provided recommendations unsupported by evidence, or at least that clinicians believed them to be unsupported by evidence. Either situation could explain low adherence to these recommendations, regardless of user interface. Although we would acknowledge that the cited guideline is quite general and that the CDS recommendations were dependent on a local implementation, we believe the CDS recommendations to be evidence-based and consistent with the cited guideline. Furthermore, even if physicians disagreed with the recommendations of the CDS, we still found a difference between the extent to which they were willing to act on these recommendations based on the type of CDS user interface, and based on their prior exposure to the CDS.

6. Conclusion

We found that an interruptive CDS interface was more effective in affecting clinician responses than a non-interruptive interface. As CDS adoption efforts are intensified at the community medical centers and clinics that serve the vast majority of US patients, and are frequently staffed by non-employee physicians, it will be more important than ever to weigh the benefits of interruptive CDS interfaces with their associated clinician burden. Consideration should be made towards customizing CDS interfaces to fit local factors, including both patient and physician characteristics. We also advocate further testing of an initial interruptive and then subsequent non-interruptive CDS implementation strategy, which could potentially be a helpful tool to optimize the long term balance between patient outcomes and clinician burden.
Clinical Relevance Statement
We found that an interruptive CDS interface was more effective in altering clinician behavior than a non-interruptive interface. As CDS adoption efforts are intensified across the US, it will be more important than ever to weigh the benefits of interruptive CDS interfaces and their associated clinician burden. Consideration should be made towards customizing CDS interfaces to fit local factors, including both patient and physician characteristics.
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Fig. 1 Screen shot of the Interruptive CDS (Pop-up Window) used in Physician Assessment of Need for Contact Isolation

Clicking on any of these choices (and others not shown) would indicate that the patient would need contact isolation. The CDS was interruptive in that this box popped up, and the physician was required to make at least one choice, including “No Special Needs.”

Fig. 2 Screen shot of Non-interruptive CDS (part of the ED Admission Order Workflow for all patients) used in Physician Assessment of Need for Contact Isolation

Clicking on any of these choices would indicate that a patient would need contact isolation. Even though this order composer appeared every time an ED physician entered an order to admit a patient, the CDS was not interruptive in that the physician was not required to click on any of the “Special Needs” buttons.

Fig. 3 Nursing Assessment of Patient’s Need for Contact Isolation
Figure 4. Data Collection Timeline

Interruptive CDS data collection period: Oct 1
Non-interruptive CDS data collection period: Oct 1
Expanded data collection period needed for the 5 physicians who had no prior exposure to the interruptive CDS

989 ED admissions by 37 physicians
11 admissions excluded
978 ED admissions by 37 physicians left

92 ED admissions by 5 physicians using the non-interruptive CDS who had no prior exposure to the interruptive CDS
CDS completed in blue

EDIS Go-Live: Mar 1

984 ED admissions by 36 physicians
67 admissions excluded
917 ED admissions by 36 physicians left

Interruptive CDS versus non-interruptive CDS comparison in blue
Effect of prior exposure to interruptive CDS analysis in green

730 total ED admissions by 32 physicians using the non-interruptive CDS who had no prior exposure to the interruptive CDS

91 ED admissions by 5 physicians using the non-interruptive CDS who had no prior exposure to the interruptive CDS
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Table 1  Responses indicating a need for contact isolation, and how these differed by assessment tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CDS-enabled ED Physician Assessment</th>
<th>Reference Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interruptive CDS (Figure 1)</td>
<td>Epidemiologist-designed, structured, objective assessment (Figure 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – Contact: Open Wounds</td>
<td>1 – Contact – Open Wound/Abscess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – Draining Wound</td>
<td>1 – Draining Wound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – Contact Precautions</td>
<td>2 – Contact Precautions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – Isolation Contact</td>
<td>2 – Isolation Contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – Mod Contact Isolation</td>
<td>2 – Mod Contact Isolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Contact: SNF</td>
<td>3 – Contact – SNF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Contact – SNF</td>
<td>3 – Admit/Transfer from: Skilled Nursing Facility / Acute Care Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 – Known MDRO</td>
<td>4 – Contact – Known MDRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 – Known MRSA</td>
<td>4 – Known MRSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 – Known VRE</td>
<td>4 – Known VRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – Ventilator Dependent</td>
<td>5 – Ventilator Dependent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  Comparing interruptive and non-interruptive CDS in terms of sensitivity and specificity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity [95% CI]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unadjusted</td>
<td>24% [17%, 32%]</td>
<td>14% [9%, 21%]</td>
<td>4.19 (p = 0.04)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering Adjustment</td>
<td>24% [16%, 32%]</td>
<td>14% [6%, 22%]</td>
<td>4.17 (p = 0.04)†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity [95% CI]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unadjusted</td>
<td>99% [97%, 99%]</td>
<td>98% [97%, 99%]</td>
<td>0.63 (p = 0.43)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering Adjustment</td>
<td>99% [98%, 100%]</td>
<td>98% [97%, 99%]</td>
<td>0.63 (p = 0.43)†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pearson chi-square test; † Mantel-Haenszel test

Table 3  Comparing sensitivity and specificity between users of the non-interruptive CDS who did and did not have prior exposure to the interruptive CDS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity [95% CI]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unadjusted</td>
<td>14% [9%, 21%]</td>
<td>7% [3%, 13%]</td>
<td>3.84 (p = 0.05)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering Adjustment</td>
<td>14% [6%, 23%]</td>
<td>7% [5%, 9%]</td>
<td>3.83 (p = 0.05)†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity [95% CI]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unadjusted</td>
<td>98% [97%, 99%]</td>
<td>97% [96%, 98%]</td>
<td>0.61 (p = 0.44)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering Adjustment</td>
<td>98% [97%, 99%]</td>
<td>97% [97%, 98%]</td>
<td>0.61 (p = 0.44)†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pearson chi-square test; † Mantel-Haenszel test
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